Use EndNote X7 to Cite While You Write (CWYW) in Pages
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Pages Bibliography
In Pages, the Bibliography automatically starts to generate on a new page at the end of your document. If you would like the Bibliography to appear within your current document you will need to set this up before you start inserting references

1. Open Pages and put the cursor where you want the bibliography to appear.
2. Go to Insert > Endnote Bibliography
3. The Bibliography will be moved to where you cursor is. Make sure you insert any text or references above it.

Use EndNote to Cite While You Write (CWYW) in Pages

Inserting a reference

1. Open Pages
2. Place your cursor where you wish to add your first citation.
3. Click on Insert and then select EndNote Citation.
4. The Find EndNote Citations search box will appear. Enter the Authors’ name or a keyword for the reference you wish to find and hit Enter on your keyboard.
5. Highlight the citation you wish to use and select Insert.
6. The bibliography will start generating on the last page of your document (unless you have specified elsewhere – see steps above for how to do this).

Change output styles in Pages

1. Click on Edit and then select EndNote Citations > Bibliography Format and select the style.

To use a style not on the menu

1. Quit Pages and go to EndNote.
2. In EndNote, go to the Edit menu and choose Output Styles > Open Style Manager

Select the style(s) by ticking the ‘Favourites’ box in front of the desired Style and close the box.
3. To use the style in Pages, close/quit both Pages and EndNote and then re-open both programs.

Remove or Edit Citation in Pages

Remove or Delete Citation

1. In Pages double click the citation you wish to edit or go to Edit > EndNote Citations > Manage Citations.
2. Click on Minus (-) button to remove or delete the citation. Close the window.

Edit Citations (Remove Author/Year)
1. **Double click** the citation you wish to edit or go to **Edit > EndNote Citations > Manage Citations**
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2. Tick the **Exclude Author** or **Year** box.

**Adding Pagination and Text (Prefix & Suffix)**

1. Double click the citation you wish to edit or go to **Edit > EndNote Citations > Manage Citations**
2. For page numbers: Click in the **Citation Range** column next to your chosen reference and type the page numbers.
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3. For Prefix and Suffix: enter the text in the boxes.
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4. Close the window

For further information

University of Sydney EndNote guide: http://libguides.library.usyd.edu.au/endnote
Contact Faculty Liaison librarian: http://www.library.usyd.edu.au/contacts/subjectcontacts.html
EndNote support: http://www.endnote.com/support/